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1. SUMMARY

continued work on titanium alloys shows basic similarities in all

SCC susceptible alloy systems regarding the relation of velocity to

potential and the transcrystalline cleavage like fracture path and

morphology which is independent of crystal structure. The titanium-

manganese system shows a transgranular SCC threshold at 10% Mn compared to

5% Al in the titanium-aluminum system. Investigations on hydrogen

embrittlement showed very different fracture path morphology and velocity

for hydrogen emb rittlement and SCC in titanium-manganese alloys.

Extension of the techniques of steady-state velocity measurement

under potentiostatic conditions to aIUNILLam alloys revealed many striking

similarities in SCC behavior between titanium and aluminum alloys. Both

show a mass transport controlled velocity with small stress dependence

(region II) and under selected conditions, a lower velocity, strongly

stress dependent (region I). The relationship of velocity to potential,

concentration of halide ions, and viscosity of glycerol-water solutions in

region II is similar and appears to be consistent with the electrochemical

mass-transport-kinetic model previously developed for titanium. Analysis

of the stress dependent region I suggests an electrochemical kinetics

controlled reaction at the crack tip.

:.#	 _	 *•	 =s 	 77	 71



2.0 INTRODUCTION

This report describes part of a study of stress corrosion

cracking of titanium alloys initiated in July 1965 (1) and continued

under NASA sponsorship beginning July, 1966 (2). This is the eleventh

Quarterly Report in the series (3, 4, 5 ) 6 0 7, 8, 9, 10 0 11) and covers

the six month period of October 1, 1968 through March 31, 1969. A short

letter report (12) described work in progress in the period of October

1, through December 31, 1968 but did not present detailed results.

The present report represents the individual and collective

contributions of the three authors who have collaborated in the design

and interpretation of the experiments. SCC of titanium alloys is by

M. J. Blackburn, SCC of aluminum alloys is by M. 0. Speidel and the

remaining two sections by T. R. Beck.
P 
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3.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

3.1 SCC of Titanium Alloys

3.1.1 Metallurgical Variables

Experiments in the past six months reported here are divided into

several sections, supplementing work reported in previous Quarterly

Reports (4, 7).

Titanium alloys may be classified by their phase structure at

room temperature. If we confine such a classification to the major

constituents presen`, four classes of alloys may be recognized as

shown in Table 1. This classification is of course an oversimplification

as transformation may be produced (e.g. martensite) and other phases

formed (e.g. w-phase, a 2-phase) by suitable heat treatments. However,

the classification does provide a suitable framework for the work

described below.

Table 1	 Alloys Tested to Date in this Investigation

1. a-phase	 Ti(6-10%)A1, Ti-5A1-5Sn-5Zr

2. (a+Q)-phase	 Ti-8A1-lMo-1V, Ti-6A1-4V

(a-phase predominant

or matrix.)

3. 0+a)-phase (R-phase

predominant or matrix.)

4. S-phase

T175A

Ti-8% Mn, Ti-11.6% and 14% Mo

Ti-13Cr-11V-3A1
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A.	 2-phase alloys	 The alloy Ti-5A1-5Sn-5Zn was selected as suitable

for a more accurate investigation of such :metallurgical parameters as

grain size, prior deformation etc. The SCC susceptibility of this alloy

has been measured by Curtis et al (13) who also studied the influence of

heat treatment. His tests showed the alloy was susceptible to SCC after

all heat treatments, and that low temperature heat treatments which

precipitated the Ti 3(A1,Sn) phase produced the most susceptible structure.

To date only two groups of results can be reported, the influence of

the stress intensity parameter (K 1) on velocity and the influence of

hydrogen content on K 
1 

and 
KISCCO 

The material was tested in the as-

received condition which has an undefined heat treatment approximating

possibly to mill annealing. This as-received material has a K 
1 

value of

85 Ksi in tested in the transverse direction. When tested in 0.6 11.1 HC1

at -500 my a 
K1^CC 

value of x25 Ksi in was measured and the

variation of velocity of cracking with K value is shown in Fig. 1

the value varying between 2 - 4 x 10 -3 cm/sec over the K range 26-75

Ks i in. This variation is similar to that observed in duplex annealed

Ti-8A1-1Mo-1V. (Heat treatment and grain size studiea in this alloy Pre

planned for the next six months).

A limited number of tests has been performed to study the influence

of hydrogen charging on the SCC properties of this alloy. Specimens were

chr.rged to hydrogen levels of 180 and 370 ppm, solution treated at 850%

and water quenched. The preliminary results from these tests are shown

in Fig. 2. Hydrogen, not unexpectedly, reduces the K IC value, to below

-	 -	 --
rs
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40 Ksi to at t11V 3710 ppm le:v p l. The fracture modo e,,Iso changes fro- .d

ductile "dimpled" type in the as-received material to an oppare:nt

intergranular type in the hydrogen charged material. This is consistent

with the observation that raddita.ons of aluminum to -.itanium cause it c:iarigo

in precipitation site of titanium hydride from intergranular sites to they

grain boundaries (14) . The influence of hydrogen on SC I(: su.scr..kat1b.1.' ! t v

has not been studied in detail, however, at 180 ppr, the K 	 value
1S(,'C

.appears to be little changed from the as-received value (it Should be notec:

that specimens do not have the same heat treatment). However, tho Alvioc ty

of cracking increased from 3 x 10 -3 cm/spec to 13 x 10 -3 cm/see I n Che

hydrogen charged material.

B.	 (x+^ Alloys	 Work has been concentrated on the Ti-8-1-1 alloy

and the results may be divided into two sections. The first is concerned

with a new rest method and the application of this test in the mensurellient

of slow crack growth rates, i.e., X 10-3 cm/sec. The second describes the

influence of several environmental parameters on cia& growth rates.

(a) Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) Specimen

In recQut years there has been an increasing tendency to measure

fracture properties in terms of the crack extension force (C) or stress

intensity parameters (K), such r,,rameters being used to define the fracture

toughness of materials. Several types of specimens are used in such tests

and in previous reports (1-12) results on SCC cracking have been reported

using single edge notched specimens and four point 'vend specimens. Both

specimen configurations result in an increasing K value if the test is
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I
conducted at a fixed deflection (cross head position) and although K can

be reduced by cross head movement, unless such movement is performed -^t

a constant rate (and slowly), crack arrest results. The use of double beam

cantilever type specimens for fracture toughness testing has been

pioneered by Mostovey and Ripling (15) who have defined specimen configura-

tion and the methods of analysis for results. These workers have also

applied this type of specimen to SCC testing of steels as have Hyatt (lh)

and Speidel (17) to SCC testing of aluminum alloys. The obvious advantage

of the test is that it enables velocity to be measured as K decreases

and also defines K1SCC (at crack arrest).

DCB specimens often require side grooves to maintain the crack in

the plane of loading. Fortunately some plate mats' rial of Ti-8-1-1 was

obtained which did not require side grooving. The specimen dimension

used in the tests described 'below is shown in Fig. 3. The 	 K values

calculated from this specimen were computed from crack opening displacement

measurements using a formula derived by Hyatt and Swith (18) based on

a suggested modification of Mostovoy, Crosley and Rip ling (19). The

specimens tested were in the as-received condition which appears to

approximate to the mill annealed structure.

Variation of crack velocity with stress, or stress intensity for

various metallic and nonmetallic systems appears to be divided into three

stages which are discussed in more detEil in Section 3.4. In previous

r

f
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notched tensile tests no evidence for crack propagation rates less than

10-3 cm/sec has been obtained in aqueous solutions and thus it appeared

that no stage I type craci..Lng occurs in Ti alloys. The advantage of

the self stressed double cantilever specimen is that K decreases

continuously with crack length and thus it is an ideal specimen for

investigation of slow crack growth processes.

A series of tests has been conducted in aqueous solution containing

various concentrations of Cl and at several pH values. The variation

of velocity with K in these tests are shown in Fig. 4(a) . Tests in

0.6M KC1 and/or 1M HU showed decreasing crack velocities with K until

a velocity of =10 -3 cm/sec was reached at which velocity level the

crack arrested. Specimens were left for times up to 16 hrs after crack

arrest which should have enabled growth rates of 10 -6- 10-7 cm/sec to be

detected. It is also of interest that the limiting K value for

crack growth 
(K1SCC) 

exhibited the dependence on pH observed in notched

tensile tests (4). If the tests were conducted in 10M M no crack arrest

was observed as may be seen in Fig. 4(b) and crack growth rates as low

as 10-5cm/sec were measured. Thus in high concentration of Cl - ions

of solution with very low pH values the alloy Ti-8-1-1 shows two regions

in track growth vs K. relationships. These two regions are also observed

in a saturated solution of KI in methanol. ( 0.8M), as illustrated in

Fig. 5. In this solution the position of the region I curve is shifted

by changes in potential as can be seen from t'-^e two curves for -500

and +500 mV.

Mr .
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Section A-A

Fig. 3 Double beam cantilever (DCB) specimen useJ in this investigation.
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(b)	 Environmental Factors

(1) Viscosity: Recent work by Sedricks, et al (20), indicated

for pure titanium tested in a series of alcohol-iodine-water mixtures that

the time to failure measurements could be correlated with the viscosity of

the solutions. From the electrochemical mass-transport-kinetic model for

stress corrosion cracking it could be expected that viscosity should be an

important parameter controlling the velocity of cracking. A series of

experim_- .*s has been conducted to study the influence of viscosity on

crack growth rates. Initially it was planned to conduct such tests in

alcohol with increasing chain length, i.e. the series methyl, ethyl,

propyl, butyl, etc., and in glycerol solutions. Approximately 1M

solutions of HC1 in butyl alcohol and glycerol were prepared by passing dry

HU gas into the solvents. Subsequently a series of 1M HU glycerol-water

solutions was prepared with viscosities ranging from 1-600 cps. The

viscosities of these solutions were measured in calibrated falling

ball viscom,° , r • rs . Specimens of Ti-8A1-lMo-1V from sheet 2208 (Mill

Annealed) were tested in these solutions. It was found that glycerol

had little influence on the initiation load for cracking where-as

the 1M HC1 butyl alcohol solution required considerably larger loads

which is discussed further below. All tests in the HC1-glycerol-water

solutions were made under the following controlled loading conditions.

Cracking was initiated at a load of 650 Kg and the load held at this

value until the crack had propagated for 4 mm. and then the crack propagated	 I

under a static cross head condition until the specimen failed, Art average

F_
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crack velocity over 14 mm. of crack extension was computed from these

tests, these results are shown in Fig. 6 and are discussed in Section

3.4.

It was found in the 1M HC1 in butyl alcohol solution that a load of

950 Kg was required to initiate cracking and there was no correlation

between the velocities measured and those obtained in the HC1-glycerol-

water mixtures. Tests in 1M HC1 in methanol solution also indicated

slower velocities than those obtained in aqueous solution. This may

be seen in Table 2 which lists the results obtained in tests in alcuaol

solutions. The results indicate that parameters other than viscosity

control cracking in these solutions and further work is planned to elucidate

the SCC properties and the electrochemical properties of titanium alloys

in such solutions.

Table 2	 SCC Velocities in Water and Alcohol Solutions

Initial Load
Solution	 Kg
	

Velocity Cm/Sec.	 Viscosity (CPS)

1 M HC1 in water	 650
	

40 x 10-3
	 1

1 M HCl in methyl alcohol 650
	

7.18 x 10-3
	

0.9

1 M HC1 in butyl alcohol 950
	

1.6x10-4 to 1.3x10-3
	

4.4

(2)	 The Influence of Ions on Propagating Cracks: 	 In earlier

reports it has been shown that only Cl , Br and I ions produce SCC

of titanium alloys in aqueous solution. The results on other ions

e.g., 0H_, F- , NO- . SO 4 etc., showed that crack nucleation did not occur.

a	 R	 p^
Y .
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A series of experiments has been performed which was designed to study tho

influence of such ions on the crack propagation stage of SCC. In l)r(lc^r to

initiate cracking, specimens were loaded to a range in which SCC. was known to

occur. A drop of 0.6 M KU was then placed in the notch and of tc-r ir+ i t i at i on

the crack allowed to pro pagate for 2 mm. The test solution was then

introduced into the test cell and the potential controlled at -500 mV, as

indicated in Fig. 7 (a&b). Pie solutions stil(Ifed wc-re 0.6M :7ai', N',t," )3,

AgNO 3 , and KOH. In all cases addition of the solution caused the crac• 1^ t^'

accelerate and the specimen failed unless changes in the conditions were

made of the type describes. below. As cracks continr,e.d to propagate in 311

solutions added either SCC cracks will propagate in virtually any soluti on,

if it has been initiated in C1 , or the added solution does not influence

or takes a very long time to influence the conditions at the tip of a yCC

crack.

To gain further insight into the decay of condition at the crack

tip two additional test procedures were examined. In the first type

of test, illustrated diagramatically in Fig. 7 (a), the load was relaxed

rapidly during crack propagation to a load level at which cracking stopped

and held at this load level for various times. The load was then reapplied

until SCC cracking reinitiated or the specimen failed mechanically. In

a1.1 cases the crack reinitiated at the same or slightly lower loads than

that before relaxation, no instances of SCC immunity being found. The

maximum holding time was 16.5 hours. In the second type of test, illustrated

in Fig. 7(b), crack arrest was accomplished by cathodic protection, the

potential of the specimen being switched to -2000 mV, and the specimen held
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at thin potential for various timer;. The potential was then switched back

to -500 mV and the crack then either repropagated or did not. It was found that

the repropagation of the crack depended upon the time of holding at »2000 mV

and to some extent on the added solution. Thus in 0.6M WH the minimum time

to inhibit crack propagation was 10 mins. and in 0.6M NaF and NaNO3

times of 20-30 mins. were required.

(c)	 Cathodic Protection	 It has been reported by Scully (22) that

it is not possible to cathodically protect titanium alloys in acidic solutions

i.e. HC1 etc. In order to define more precisely the limits of cathodic: protectic

tests have been performed in HC1 solution of various concentrations

on the alloy Ti-8A1-lMo-1V in the duplex and mill annealed conditions.

The results of these tests are listed in Table 3 . It can be seen that

in order for cathodic protection to occur, 	 conceticration of the 110

solution must be below 0.3M corresponding to a pEi of ,0.5.

A second series of tests was performed to establish if in neutral

solution there was an upper limit to the velocit,,, of cracks which could

not be arrested by cathodic potential. Specimens from sheet 2279 heat

treated to produce a very Susceptible structure were tested in the

extreme electrochemical condition of saturated KI at a potential of

+1000 mV. Under these conditions crack velocities s10 -1 cm/sec could

be produced. It was found that cracks propagating at a velocity of 10-1

cm/sec could be arrested at a potential of -2000mV. However cracks propa-

gating at velocities of 1.5 x 10 -1 cm/sec were not arrested at a potential

of -2000mV although the crack velocity appeared to be reduc;:4 at this

potential.

...	 a

R:



2283(Dliplex	 3M HCL
annealed)

1M HU

0.5M HU

0.1M HC1
(adjusted to
0.5M Cl- with
Sat ,:^1)

- 3000mV No arrest but crack slowed from
33x10-3 cm ,'sec to 11x10 -3 cm/sec.

-3000mV No arrest but crack slowed from
5x1O 3 to 1.1x10 - 3cm/sec .

-3000mV No arrest but crack slowed from
3.3x10-3cm/sec to 0.8x10-3cm /sec.

-30OOmV Crack arrested

ry
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Table 3 Limits of HU Concentration for Cathodic Protection
of Ti:8Al-lMo-1V; Cracks Initiated at -500 mV

riaximum
Sheet No.	 Solution	 Cathodic Potential

2208(mill	 12M HC1	 -3000mV
annealed)

3M HCL	 -16,000mV

1M HCl	 -10,000mV

0.6M HCl	 -6,000mV

0.3M HCl
	

-20OOmV

0.1M HC1
	

-2000mV

Results

No arrest

No arrest

No arrest but indication
of slower velocity

No arrest but crack slowed from
25x10 -3cm/sec to 8x10 -3 cm/sec.

No arrest but slower velocity

Crack arrested.
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C.	 S+a Alloys	 In quarterly report no. 5 (7) the general features

of the SCC susceptibility of the Ti:8%Mn alloy was described. It was

shown that the alloy was susceptible to SCC when in the a+S condition

and two additional experiments have been performed which relate to the

compositional factors influencing susceptibility. Further the result

of hydrogen charging, and temperature on the susceptibility of the alloy

have been investigated. These results are described in the following

sections:

(a) Heat Treatment at 560

The eutectoid temperature in the Ti-Mn system is 550°C and thus

the specimen heat treated slightly above this temperature consists of

a mixture of the a and R phases in the approximate proportions a: P, =2:1.

The a-phase is essentially the matrix phase and the S-phase exists as

isolated grains. Testing after this heat treatment has shown that a halide

environment has very little influence on the fracture load and no slow

growth was observed. The failure load in both air and environment was

3,5000 Kg which should be compared with the results in Fig. 5 of reference

(b) In Ref. (7) it was stated that it was impossible to decide if

the criterion for susceptibility of the Ti:8% Mn alloy was the presence of the

R--phase or the composition i.e. Mn content, of the R-phase. In order to

resolve this question a Ti:16% Mn alloy was obtained and tested; specimens

were water quenched from 850°C, which retains the R-phase, and tests

I
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performed in air and in 0.6M KC1 at -500 mV. The results for initiation

stress and crack velocity are shown in Table 4 which also includes for

comparison the data for the Ti:8% Mn alloy heat treated at 700% (This

treatment results in a ^-phase with a composition of 12% Mn). It can

be seen that the initiation stress is lower and the velocity faster than

the corresponding values for the Ti:8% Mn alloy, indicating that it is

the composition of the R-phase that controls the SCC susceptibility of

Ti-Mn alloys. The fractographic features of the failure sufaces in the

16% Mn alloy fractured in air and solution are shown in Fig. 8(a & b). The

alloy shows the usual change from a ductile "dimpled" surface in the air

fracture to the flat, almost featureless in this case, cleavage-like

appearance of the fracture in Cl solution.

(c)	 Hydrogen Emb rittlement

The Ti:8% Mn is an example of an a+R alloy susceptible to slow

strain rate hydrogen embrittlement (H.E.) . Williams (23) has summarized

known features of this phenomenon and Fig. 9 (a & b)taken from this

paper summarize the influence of hydrogen content and strain rate on

susceptibility to H.E.. In an earlier paper Jaffee and Williams (24)

reported on the compositional aspects of susceptibility - classifying alloys

on the basis of the minimum hydrogen (H min ) content necessary to produce

H.E. These results are summarized in Table 5.

r
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(a)	 Tested in air	 (b)	 Tested in 0.6M KC1 @ -500 mV

Fig. 8	 Fracture surfaces observed in Ti:16% Mn alloy, 5uiution
treated and quenched from 850°C.

 
IK
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Effect of Hydrogen Content on
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Fig. 9	 Effect of hydrogen content, strain rate and temperature
on the tensile ductility of a typical (a+Q) titanium
alloy (from Ref. 24) .
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Table 4	 Initiation Stress and SCC Velocity
in 8% and 16% Manganese Alloy

Alloy Ti: 8% Mn Ti: 16% Mn

Heat Treatment 700°C 160 Hrs. 850°C WQ

Yield Stress 90 Ksi 130 Ksi

Fracture Stress

( net area )

Air 161 Ksi 124 Ksi

Solution 38 Ksi 28 Ksi

Crack Velocity 1.2x10-2cm/sec 4.0x10	 cm/sec

r

0.6M KC1 @ -500 mV
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Table 5 Summary of Hydrogen Embrittlement Data
of Williams and Jaffee (24)

Ti:Mo - no influence of H above 4% Mo. In the 4% Mo alloy Hmin 800 ppm.

Ti:Mc:Al(4-6%) - eliminated susceptibility of 4% Mo alloy

Ti:Mo:Sn(12%) - eliminated susceptibility of 4% Mo alloy

Ti:V. The Hmin content increases from 20 ppm (4%V) to 800 ppm (20%V)

Ti:4V:6A1 - Aluminum increased Hmin to 400-600 ppm

Ti:Mn - The Hmin content increaser) from 20-200 ppm (4% Mn) to

300-400 ppm (8% Mn)

Ti:4Mn:4A1 - Aluminum increased Hmin to 200-300 ppm

Ti:6A1 - Aluminum increased Hmin 800 ppm

Ti:41Fe - Hmin 200 ppm

Ti:4Fe:6A1 - Al increased Hmin to 400-600 ppm

Ti:Cr 
Hmin increased from 20-200 ppm (4%Cr) to 400-600 ppm (8% Cr).



In most of the above systems increased oxygen content lowered the H
min 

value.

It appears that there is some correlation between the systems susceptible

to	 and t_hosc siisc(yt:ible to HE.	 However, from the above list two

t fferesr^s c..3r bc^ dE?tE^r tE^d, firstly the tI	 values tend to fall withmin
iur,r(!a!+ing solute content, and secondly aluminum tends to increase Hmin

values in all cases. 'i'he opposite trend is observed in SCC susceptibility,

"'!:].(')Mn is more susceptible than Ti:8Mn and in the Ti:6A1:4V alloy it is the

aluminum which it considered responsible for SCC susceptibility.

In order to r,,tudy further any similarity or differences between SCC and

11E the influence of hydrogen charging on the properties of the Ti:8% Mn

al?.oy has been studied. Specimens were aged at 650°C for 1 week to develop

coarse cx
+G	 structure and were then charged with 500(+20) ppm of hydrogen

n a Sieverts Apparatus. The charged specimens were tested in silicone

oii, at slow and fast strain rates, and ir. 0.6M HC1 @ -500 0 C. Tests were

conducted at 23 and 90°C. In the H.E. study, specimens were step loaded

in .100 Kg increments and sufficient time elapsed between each loading

^' U, p to detect crack growth rates of < 5x10-5 cm/sec. Fig. 10	 lists

the velocity results obtained for crack propagation in an SCC and HE condition

and also includes the net area fracture stresses for crack initiation

in the HE and SCC tests and the fracture stresses in fast strain rate

tests. It can be seen that increasing the temperature increases the initiation

stress for HE as would be expected from Fig. 9. The. velocity of cracking

also increases but this could be due to the rather large stress difference.

The equivalent tests in 0.6M KC1 show that the cracking rate is 	 2 orders

of :-iagnitude faster and if the tests at 23°C were conducted at the same

stress level this difference increased to 3 orders of magnitude. The
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crack velocities For hydrogen charged specimen were slightly higher than

uncharged specimens and tested under SCC conditions, and it should also

be noted that the initiation stress is somewhat lower for the charged

specimen.

The features of the crack path and surface were analyzed by optical

microscopy and replica plectron microscopy technigi.te!. r`ig. 11(a and b)

illustrates that the crack path of a crack propagated under II. E. condi ± ions

is predominantly intergranular, this is probably due to the continuous

film of the a-phase present at the grain boundaries. Under SCC conditions

the crack path is predominantly transgranular as may be seen from Fig. 1.2

(a and b). Analysis of the fracture surface generated by H.E. show twu

types of fracture features: planar areas as shown in Fig. 13 which may

represent areas of interg-anular separation, and other regions shown z,n

Fig. 14 which contain g ather ill defined "dimples" some of which contain

lamella particles, e.g. it A, which may be u-phase plates. The 	 fracture

surface produced under SCC conditions shoes the typical cleavage like markings

as shown in Fig. 15 . To illustrate more clearly the differences in

fracture appearance between H.E. and SCC cracks, a crack was extended

under H.E. conditions and then 0.6M KCl added to the cracked region which

caused very rapid crack extention. rig. 16 shows the interface between

the H.E. and SCC crack. For completeness Fig. 17 shows the fracture surface

features of a specimen broken at a high strain rate which shows a "dimpled"

1
fracture topology similar in some ways to Fig. 14.

r
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Ti: B% Mn
500 ppm H2
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Qf= 130 Ksi
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TEMPERATURE (°C)

Fig. 10 The influencc of hydrogen content and environment on crack
velocity and nucleation stress in the Ti8% Mn alloy (heat
treated for 1 week @ 650 °C).c	 =Nucleation net area
stress: c^ = fracture stress in . air at a high strain rate.
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Fig. 11(a&b)
	

Optical micrographs of fracture path for a crack propagated
under hydrogen embrittlement conditions in Ti:8% Mn(500 ppmH)

r

Fig. 12(a&b)

^c

Optical micrographs of fracture path under SCC
conditions in Ti 8% Mn (500 ppm H).



Fig. 13
	

Fracture surface of Ti 8% Mn (500 ppm H) failed by
hydrogen embrittlement - note flat faceted surface.
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Fig. 15	 Fracture surface of Ti 8% Mn (500 ppin H) failed under SCC
conditions - Note cleavage like appearance.
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Fig. lb	 Interface between hydrogen embrittlement and SCC fracture
regions observed in Ti 8% Mn (500 ppm H).
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FracLure surface observed in a Ti 8% Mn failed in a 4 f at
a fast strain rate.
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D.	 a-phase Alloys	 The alloy Ti:13V-llCt-3A1 (VCAl20) was selected

to study the SCC properties of an all a-phase alloy. In this alloy

the a-phase can be retained on quenching from above the transus temperature

which is	 = 720°C. The a-phase is metastable and will decompose on ageing at

temperatures below 720°C:

a-* a+aaa+a+TiCr2

However, as at this time the alloy has only been tested in the all

a—condition, it is not necessary to consider the nature of these trans-

formations. It has been shown that this alloy is susceptible to SCC in

aqueous salt solutions (25) but it was considered worthwhile to define

this susceptibility in more detail.

Standard single-edge notched specimens were quenched from various

temperatures above the a—transus and tested in 0.6M Cl - and I solutions

at various potentials. The variation of initiation load with potential

for several solution treatment temperatures is s..uwn in Fig. 18 which shows

that the minimum values occur at -500 mV and that the general shape of the

curve is the same as that found for a, a+a and a+a alloys. The only

difference observed is that initiation loads in I solution at +500 mV are

slightly higher than those observed at -500 mV. Differences in the initiation

.loads observed after the various solution treatment temperatures are

attributed at this time to differences in grain size wh; e^h is discussed

in more detail below. If the velocity of cracking mess urel in these tests
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were plotted against potential it was found that a general upward

trend of velocity was observed, however, that the scatter was considerably

greater than those observed in o+R or ^+a alloys. Two factors

in addition to potential have been found to exert a sriong influence

on crack velocity, these are grain size and stress. Fig.19 shows

the variation of crack velocity with grain size and initial load,

measured in static cross head tests at a potential of -500 mV. If

these curves are used to correct for the influence of initia l. load

on velocity, and assuming that the relationships are independent of

potential, the velocity variation with potential may be obtained. This

relationship is shown in Fig.20 from which it can be seen that velocity

varies linearly with potential as found in 	 a+Q and	 (i+a alloys.

The influence of grain size on initiation stress has been studied

in 0.6M KC1 at -500 mV. Grain size was varied by producing various

reductions in thickness by cols rolling and subsequently annealing at

temperatures above the ( -trartsus for controlled times. Specimen thickness

varied in these tests and if the state of stress is an important variable

the values obt p.ined may not reflect the influence of grain size alone.

The variation of the net area stress to initiate cracking with the reciprocal

of the grain diameter (d) is shown in Fig. 21. It is evident that the

stress to initiate cracking increases with decreasing grain size, however

i,
the dependence appears nearer to (1/d) rather than (1/d) 2 . The latter

(Hall-Petch) relationship has been observed in some SCC systems (26),

usually in ti*ie to failure measurements.

a	 ..	 ..	 ,
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Variation of velocity of cracking with grain size and initial
load in Ti:13V:llCr:3A1 tested in 0.6M KC1 at -500 mV.
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Fig. 202C	 Variation of velocity with potential and grain size in Ti:13V:

11Cr:3A1 after correcting for intial load values (see Fig. 19).
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Finally, it has been found that this alloy exhibits rather narrow

and planar slip traces after deformation. The planar dislocation

arrays observed in thin foils of deformed Ti:13-11-3 are shown in Fig. 22.

3.1.2	 Discussion

Rather than discuss in detail the results reported above it is proposed

to give a brief account of the metallurgical parameters which influence

the aqueous SCC of titanium alloys. This account is by no means complete but

it is considered that the factors listed below are at least recognizable if

still in several cases qualitative.

A. Crystal Structure	 Examples of the four types of Ti alloy.:, have

been tested i.e., a, cx+fi, 6+a and (-, phase; in all cases the variation, of

initiation load (stress, K) and of SCC velocity with potential is the

same. This indicates that the mech.nism of SCC is independent of crystal

structure.

B. Composition	 A critical alloy composition for the onset of trans-

granular SCC may be defined in some binary systems. In the Ti Al :.,,;stem

this is .5wt%A1 and is Ti-Mn alloys is 	 lOwt%Mn. In other systems the

critical composition may not be defined accurately and many of the data are

from relatively complex commercial alloys in which interactions between

various alloying elements may be important. However, the following

generalizations can be made: in a-phase alloys, Al, Sn and 0 increase

susceptibility; for S-stabilized alloys, Mo appears to produce immunity
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and from work on commercial alloys, most other ^-stabilizing elements,

e.g., V, Ta, Nb appear to produce immune 	 phases: for 3-eutectoid,

Mn produces susceptible alloys and Cr and Fe are present in susceptible

alloys; and Si and Cu appear to increase susceptibility to SCC (13).

C.	 Deformation and Mechanical Properties 	 In all systems showing

susceptibility to SCC,slip appears to occur by the movement of dislocations

in narrow well defined slip bands. Deformation of Ti:Mo alloys

is complex but does not occur by planar slip which may explain, in part,

their immunity to SCC. In most cases the yield strength of the suss-otible

alloy (or phase in a multiphase system) is >100 Ksi. Ti:A1 and Ti:O

alloys with high solute concentrations fail by cleavage in the absence

of an environment; it would be of interest to see if the same transition

occurs in Q-eutectoid systems such as Ti:Mn a'_loys. The exact significance

of planarity of dislocation -.rrangements remain a inatter of speculation.

I'2 "inner elastic zone" discussed in section 3.4 shows some pror-ise

of providing the answer but more work is required to mace this a quantitative

analysis. More information on rate effects, such as dislocation ve,loci-

ties etc. would also be of interest.

Final;., , the strengthening processes in susceptible alloys are either

due to solid solution strengthening or the formation of (ordered) coherent

precipitates. Strengthening by other processes does not appear to increase

susceptibility e.g. the w-phase, and in some cases reduces susceptibility.

o
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D.	 Influence of Microstructure and Heat Treatment

(1) The most important structures in titanium alloys, especially

commercial alloys, are mixtures of the a & Q phases. The case of

most interest is if only one phase is susceptible to SCC, the cases

where both or neither phases are susceptible is not considered here.

The important parameters for a+S structures are

(a) Volume fraction of the susceptible phase - higher volume fraction

increases susceptibility.

(b) Grain size - larger grain size increases susceptibility.

(c) Mean free path in susceptible phase - if there is a Lontinuous

path the alloy will be very susceptible. Surrounding the susceptible

phase by the nonsusceptible phase can lower susceptibility.

(d) Defect structure in susceptible phase, e.g., the defect structures

in tempered martensite appear to be beneficial.

The superiority of quenched (martensitic) and tempered ^-tructures over

equiaxed structures in a a-rich alloy appears to arise from the factors (b)

and (d) .

(2) Martensitic Structures: The superiority of these structures over

others in (a+Q) type susceptible alloys is due to probably three factors,

small (plate) grain size, high defect density and the formation of a solid

sulut-.on containin; beneficial elements e.g. Mo and V. It should be noted

that in a-phase type alloys although the martensitic structures show reduced

susceptibility such structures are not immune. This is probably due to a

larger plate size and lower defect density.
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Y+A

(3)	 Other Transformations: These must be considered individually

as few generalizations can be made, e.g. (j-phase reduces influence of

environment in Ti-Mn alloys but may increase susceptibility in A75 (high

Fe which produces Q-phase) (13) .

The eutectoid system elements Cu and Si appear to increase suscepti-

bilities from the work of Curtis (13) but it is not clear tiow this arises.

E.	 Fracture

In all cases examined in this study of failure under SCC conditions,

the fracture surface contains somE flat fracture; no examples of complete

45° (shear) failures have been Found. In all cases of SCC failure examined

of susceptible a and a phases, the fracture surfaces exhibits many features

of cleavage failure. Further, it has been shown in both a-phase and P-

phase 29 structures that failure occurs on a specific crystal plane. Other

parameters that influence initiation such as notches and grain size also

influence SCC failure in the same way as they do cleavage failure. Strain

rate effects on initiation of SCC have been studied to some extent and

two trends ma-,T be distinguished. Firstly, Curtis ott al., (13) have shown

that in some alloys there are differences between K 1sc,
C
 meas ,.ired in

specimens loaded in solution and specimens loaded in air and then the solution

added. From tease results it would appear that in a susceptible alloy system

e.g. Ti-Al the variation may be represented	 as in Fig. 23.

Secondly, in the past years it has been 6bser.,llcd y. t ' _ie rate of loading

appears to influence the initiation load for 	 in to e alloy Ti:8-1-1

0
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Fig. 23	 A diagrama is representation of the influence of aluminum
content and type of loading on the measured 
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value.
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Fig. 24 Variation of initiation load with cross head displacement
rate in Ti:13V:llCr:3Al tested in 0.6M KC1 at -500 mV.
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the effect is not large but in the Ti:13-11- 3 alloy, heat treated just above

the R-transus, the initiation load shows a large variation with strain

rate. This is shown in Fig. 24 from which it can be seen that at slow and

fast strain rates, the initiation load is high but at intermediate rates

quite low va 'Nes are observed. It should also be noted that in this

series of tests and in others the scatter at these intermediate rates is

quite large.

F... Mechanism

A: ,, eviience obtained in this lSboratory indicates that the basic

mechanism outlined in previous reports, i.e., the interaction: of halide

ions with atoms at the crick apex to produce a cleavage (like) fracture,

is correct. The results on hydrogen charging indicate that, although

the presence of the element may influence the nucleation G1- SCC cracks,

it does not influence their growth to a large extent. Further, the velocities

of cracking observed under slow strain rate hydrogen embrittlement condition

are several orders of mawnitude slower than SCC cracks. The kinetics of

cracking also appear inconsistent with the formation of gross hydride particles

needed for the fast strain rate hydrogen embrittlement. Thus we must conclude

that if hydrogen is involved in the embrittlement (SCC) mechanism it must

be due to a hitherto unknown interaction of hydrogen with 'Titanium. Specific

criticisms of the hydrogen mechanism include:

(a)	 SCC does not occur in solutions known to introduce hydrogen

into titanium alloys - notably acid fluoride solutions;

u.
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(b) SCC occurs in solution which does not contain hydrogen, e.g.

CC14;

(c) The electrochemical mass-transport-kinetic model indicates

that hydrogen ions should migrate away from the crack tip.



3.2 SCC of Aluminum Alloys

3.2.1	 The Influence of Stress on the Velocity of Stress

Corrosion Cracks in Aluminum Alloys

We measured the influence of the aprlied crack tip stress

intensity on the propagation rate of stress corrosion cracks in high

strength aluminum alloys, rising three different types of specimens:

(a) Single-edge-crack tension specimens(SEN)

(b) Tapered double-cantilever-beam specimens (TDCB)

(c) Straight double-cantilever-beam specimens (DCB)

As the crack grows during a stress corrosion test, each specimen type

causes a different and characteristic variation of the stress intensity

as a function of the crack length:

(a)	 In SEN specimens, the stress intensity increases as the SCC

crack grows. .'inally, the stress intensity reaches a critical value,

KIc or KIa , where catastrophic (mechanical) failure sets in. Our SEN

specimens were stressed in an Instron tensile machine. We made use of the

following K-calibration (27):

P a^KI=Y B 

where a = crack length, P = load, B = thickness of the specimen, W = width

of the specimen, and

2
	

3
	 4

Y = 1.99 - 0.41(a/W) + 18.70(a/W)
	 -38.48(a/W)
	

+ 53.85(a/w)

50

(1)

- k---
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(b) Ii► TDCB Specimens, the stress intensity is constant 	 over a

limited fraction of the specimen width. Our TDCB specimens were stressed

with dead-weights in a specially built jig. Crack tip stress intensities

were calculated Zrom the applied load and the specimen geometry, using the

methods given in the literature (19, 28, 29).

(c) In DCB specimens, the stress intensity decreases 	 as the

crack growths, provided the crack tip is not too close to the specimen

end. Consequently, the crack always remains stable, its propagation rate

decreases and finally becomes too small to be measurable. Our DCB specimens

were ,elf-strewed and bolt-loaded, similar to those described in recent

reports (16, 30, 31). Stress intensities were calculated from deflections

at the load line, specimen geometry and crack length, using the following

equation:

_ 6 E h [3h(a + 0.6h)
? + h3^1^

K1	
4 [(a + 0.6h) +h? a]	 (2)

where 6 = deflection at the load line, E = Young's modulus,

h = the beam height and a = crack length.

Results from all three kinds of SCC-specimens are compared in Figs.

25, 26 and 27. For this compar;son, the specimens have been made from the

commercial aluminum alloy 7039 in the -T6 condition. (Table 6 gives the

chemical composition and the designation of all t:,e aluminum alloys

we tested.)

r

t'
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Fig. 25	 Crack tip velocity as a function of the applied stress
intensity. Results from six DCB specimens of two different

7039-T6 plates (open symbols and closed symbols).
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4	 Fig. 26	 Crack tip velocity as a function of the applied stress
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Table 6 Chemical Composition of the Aluminum Alloys Investigated

com osition, wt.-y

al l wy	 Zn	 Mg	 Cu	 Cr	 Si	 Fe	 Mn	 Ti	 Al

7039 - T6 4.0 2.8 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.1 balance

balance7075 - T651 5.6 2.5 1.6 0.25 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.2

7079 - T651 4.3 3.3 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.1 balance

Al-Mg2,5-Zn6 5.87 2.50 0.001 O,JO 0.002 -- 0.002 0.00 balance

7
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Fig. 25 shows the results of six SCG experiments with DwB-specimens

made from two different 7039-T6 plates. Fig. 26 gives the results from

eight TDCB specimens of the same alloy. The experimental points in Fig. 27

come from tests using SETT specimens, while the solid .11.1rnes are those of

Fig. 25 and Fig. 26,	 inserted in Fig. 27 for comparison. All tests were

carried out at 24 + 1°C in saturated aqueous KI solution at a potential of

-700 mV versus the saturated calomel electrode.

From the results presented here (and from over 200 more tests we

have made to date), the influence of the stress intensity on the SCC-crack

velocity can be described as follows:

Over a wide range of stress intensities, the velocity of SCC-cracks

is independent of the applied crack tip stress intensity (region II). In

other words, the velocity versus stress intensity curve has one or two

plateaus of constant velocity (in this report called v  and v 2). Below

L certain stress intensity level, however, the SCC-crack velocity is strongly

stress dependent (region I).

The experimental determination of the stress-dependent part of the velocity

versus stress intensity curve is very time-consuming. Therefore, we usually

stopped our tests when the velocities dropped below 10-6 cm/sec. In some

cases we measured cracks as slow as 10
-g
 cm/sec, but even then the cracks

never really stopped, they just grew slower as the stress intensity decreased.

Thus, for the high strength aluminum alloys we tested, there appears n be no

physical meaning to K'ISCC, 
a limiting stress intensity below which SCC cracks

..-. ^ "^'^xsex"^_ ^,: -#̂  :- ^ ^ : z ^ ^..;. ^...'^^-•^,^ '""' a	 -Ftr*^` ^` ..	 mss-'' ^	 -^ ^.,- -° ac = ' '§"-^''^. ` 	 ^	 '^`".	 e
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"do aot propagate". The measurement of such a limit would be indicative only

of the patience of the investigator. At present, the comparison of the

stress corrosion behaviour of two different aluminum alloys requires the

measurement of the full velocity versus stress intensity curves. As we

learn more and more about such functions, it will perhaps be possible

in the future -o again describe the susceptibility to SCC of an aluminum

al.!,,y by . a single number (or two numbers), such as: The slope and position

of the stress dependent part of the velocity versus stress intensity curve,

or the stress intensity (and velocity) where the stress-dependent and the

stress independent parts meet. Work in progress in this laboratory is

designed to clarify this point.

Stress intensity determinations from SEN and DCB tests are reproducible

with good accuracy as, for example, can be seen from the small degree of

scatter in the stress dependent part of the velocity-versus-stress-intensity

curve in Fig. 25. TDCB specimens lead to much more scatter at small K-values

as is apparent from Fig. 26. For this and other (mainly economic) reasons,

dead-weight loaded TDCB specimens appear to be inferior to the self-

stressed DCB specimens and the SEN tension specimens. Thus, in the latter

par" .,f this investigation the TDCB specimen type was =11+andoned.

Nevertheless, the use of TDCB specimens has had one specific advantage:

It showed that the stress independent part of the velocity-versus-stress-

intensity-curve is not due to a t: articular combination of decreasing K and

increasing pH at the crack tip, as one might deduce from DCB tests alone (30).
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This conclusion is corroborated by the observation of stress independent

v-versus-K curves under increasing stress intensity (SEN) as well as under

decreasing stress intensity (DCB) (Fig. 25 and 27).

Fig. 28 shows the crack velocity versus stress intensity curve for a

7075-T651 high-strength aluminum alloy. This result, together with the

r`ollowing from still other aluminum alloys shows that the shape of the velocity-

versus-stress -intensity curve described above is a fairl y general one in

aluminum-base alloyo. It appears therefore that the velocity of a stress

corrosion crack in aluminum alloys is limited by at least two different

mechanisms: one dependent on the applied sires, the other independent of it.

3.2.2 The Influence of Halide Ion Concentration on the Veloc i ty

of Stress Corrosion Cracks in High Strength Aluminum Alloys

We observed a striking analogy between the influence of halide ion

concentration on the propagation rate of stress corrosion cracks in aluminum

alloys and titanium alloys. These alloys differ completely in chemical

composition. They also differ in stress corrosion cracking: SCC cracks in

aluminum alloys are always intercrystalline, in titanium alloys (e.g.

Ti:8-1-1), they are transcrystalline. Despite these differences, we found

that in both alloy systems

C1 , Br I , -ions promote SCC

(i.e., their presence increases the SCC crack tip velocity)

F -ions are SCC inhibitors

(i.e., their presence reduces the crack tip velocity when compared to

that in distilled water) .

^„	 .r	 .^
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This is illustrated in Fig. 29 which gives crack velocities of the

commercial aluminum alloy 7079-T651 as a function of stress intensity

in different solution, (Note that the shape of the curves is very similar

to those shown above for other aluminum alloys, Figs. 2.`- 28r . In both,

distilled water and aqueous 5 m KF solutions, SCC cracks were very slow

but clearly measurable. The presence of fluoride reduced the crack

velocity by a factor of more than two. The addition of chloride, bromide

or iodide, on the other hand, increases the velocity up to a thousand

times, depending on temperature, electrochemical potential, stress, and

bulb electrolyte concentration. The influence of the iodide concentration

on the SCC crack propagation rate in 7079-T651 at constant temperature and

potential is illustrated in Fig. 30. This illustration shows the concentration

dependence of the stress independent parts, v  and v2 , of the velocity-

versus-st_ess-intensity curves. (The influence of the halide ion con-

centration on the stress dependent part is very small, if any, and could

not be measured in aluminum alloys to date.)

Fig. 30 shows that V e relationship between crack velocity and iodide

concentration is linear over almost three orders of magnitude. This

significant result is discussed further in Section 3.4. At concentrations

lower than 0.01 Mol/liter, there is almost no influence of concentration on

SCC crack velocity and the nearly horizontal curve is easily extrapolated to

the velocities measured in distilled water. Again, here is a similarity to

titanium alloys, where the velocity-versus-concentration curve also consists

of a horizontal and a steeper increasing branch (see Fig. 38). The scatter

^.	 .^.
' .¢. 

Ai

w
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of the many experimental results in 5.5 molar solution gives a fair

indication of the limits of the accuracy of our best testing methods

(namely the DCB) when applied to different specimens. For one and the

same specimen, the accuracy is much higher.

The knowledge of the influence of electrolyte concentration on SCC

crack velocity is important for the study of the fundamental aspects of

SCC as well as for the design of accelerated SCC tests for applied purposes.

It was thus desirable to measure this function fo rb a quite different alloy

too. We used a high purity ternary aluminum-magnesium-zinc alloy. Since

this alloy was recrystallized and had equiaxed grains, cracks would not

propagate in the desired symmetry plane of DCB specimens. Therefore we

resorted to SEN specimens.

Examples of the resulting velocity-versus-stress-intensity curves

are given in Fig. 31. The stress independent parts v 1 and v,, are

clearly distinguished. Their concentration dependence is shown in Fig. 32.

Again, the velocity depends linearly on the iodide concentration iAthin the

limits of our experimental accuracy. This indicates that such linearity

may be fairly general, since the results shown in Fig. 30 and Fig. 32 come

from alloys that differ not only in chemical composition (see Table 6), but

also in heat treatment and grain shape: The 7079-7651 alloy was at maximum

hardness and had extremely fla t_ and straight grain boundaries in the crack

direction, while the Al-Mg2.5-Zn6 alloy was in the underage condition and

had equiaxed grains with an average diameter of 6.5 mm.

d
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of stress intensity on velocity of cracks.
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A comparison of Fig. 30 and 32 reveals that SCC cracks in the high purity

alloy are about ten times faster than in the commercial alloy. This

could be due to any of the differences ;dust mentioned. The influence of

the microstructure on crack propagation rate is being further s Vtdied in

this laboratory.

3.2.3 The Influence of Electrochemical Potential on the Velocity of

Stress Corrosion Cracks in Aluminum Alloys

The velocity of crack propagation in high strength aluminum alloys

varies with applied potential in a similar way to that previously

observed in titanium (1). As shown in Figs. 33 and 34, velocity increases

with potential from a potential more negative than the open-circuit (O.C.)

or mixed potential to the pitting potential (P.). Above the pitting

potential the velocity is constant or decreases as with titanium (6).

Test results of the high-purity alloy (using SEN specimens, Fig. 33),

spanned nearly four decades, indicating that in neutral aqueous halide

solutions, potential is one of the major influential parameters on SCC.

The scatter of these tests however was too great to say with certainty

whether velocity is an exponential function of potential or whether there

are linear regions as with titanium. DCB tests with the commercial

aluminum alloy 7079-T651 give results of higher accuracy. According to

Fig. 34, there is indeed a region where the maximum velocity measured

depends linearly on potential as with titanium. We found that this relation

between velocity and potential depends on stress, alloy composition and
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and the concentration of hydrogen ions present in the bulk of the

electrolyte.

In neutral aqueous iodide solutions, cathodic protection is

effective at potentials more negative than -1000 mV v. SCE, as

shown in Fig. 34. In strongly acidic solutions however, the influence of

potential on velocity is nil, as one can also see from Fig. 34. When the

pH is lowered from 6 to between 0 and -1, cathodic protection becomes

Impossible. This again is paralleled in titanium alloys as shown in

Section 3.1 of this report.

3.2.4.	 Influence of Viscosity of the Electrolyte on the

Velocity of SCC-cracks in Aluminum Alloys

From the electrochemical mass-transport-kinetic model for stress

corrosion cracking (21) (see also section 3.4 of this report), it could

be expected that viscosity should be an important parameter controlling

the velocity of cracking. Specifically, variations of viscosity should

have the same influence on velocity as variations of the halide ion

concentration. Thus, for aluminum alloys we expect a linear relation

between crack velocity and viscosity of the electrolyte. To check this

prediction, a series of experiments has been conducted with a 7079-T651

aluminum alloy in 3-molar KI-solution, the viscosity of which was varied

by varying the percentage of glycerol in the glycerol-water solvent. The

results are shown in Fig. 35.
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It appears that viscosity indeed is an important parameter

controlling the velocity of cracking. A discussion of these results

and a comparison with results from titanium alloys and with theoretical

expectations is given in section 3.4 of this report. As can be seen

from Fig. 35, variations of viscosity affect onl y the stress independent

part of the velocity-versus-stress-intensity curve. The stress dependent

part is not affected by viscosity within the limits of the experimental

accuracy of + 1 ksi N/In. This is consistent with the explanation offered
below which indicates that the velocity in the stress dependent part

is kinetically limited rather than mass transport limited.

3.3 Polarization of Titanium and Its k1loys in HC 1

Polarization curves were made of various titanium alloys in concentrated

HU to determine if there was any significant difference in their electro-

chemistry that could be correlated with their SCC behavior. Steady-state

polarization curves were measured as a rapid screening tool although these

data may bear little relation to the events on fresh surface near the crack

tip.

Fig. 36 shows a steady-state polarization curve of Ti:8-1-1 in 12 M HU.

Although a typical active-passive behavior is observed in concentrated HU

solutions, the current density in the active region is orders of magnitude

lower than the anodic current density observed for freshly generated

surfaces. Anodic kinetic data reproduced from Fig. 10, Ref. 4, for new

Ti:8-1-1 surfaces in 12M HCl are shown in Fig. 36 for comparison. At the

<	 -	 r
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time that these data were obtained it was thought that this anodic current

was for formation of oxide but it is now known that it is predominantly for

formation of T1+3 (11). The dashed line is for Tafel Kinetics with an

arbitrary 120 my slope, the correction for IR drop being approximately

_ iAX
A IR	 K

which for a current density of 1 amp/cm 2 , a Luggin capillary-to-electrode

spacing of 0.3 cm and a 12 M HU conductivity of 0.5 Q-1 cm 1 gives a

potential drop of 0.6 volts. This Tafel line then represents a minimum

kinetic limit for new surface.

That the steady-state anodie kinetics data are at least five orders of

magnitude lower than those for new surface indicates that even in the active

region a considerable passivation exists. This passivation is very likely

caused by oxide which, according to the potential - pH diagram shown in

Fig. 2, Ref. 11, can exist in a met&stable equilibrium in strongly acid

solution. Steady-state dissolution of titanium in the active region may

proceed through an oxide formation and dissolution step.

Steady-state rate of dissolution of pure titanium in the active region

is very strongly dependent on HU concentration as shown in Fig. 37. The

curves are similar to data of Otsuka (32). Steady state was fairly quickly

reached in 12 M HM but very slow to attain in 6 M HCl. In contrast, the

peak anodic current for Ti:8-1-1 fractured in 12 M HU and for commercially

pure titanium fractured in 3 M HU were very similar, both being limited by

IR drop. This means that the kinetics of dissolution of the fresh surfaces

Ra

(3)

-	 u
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have not as yet been measurable. At high uverpotentials the IR drop

becomes limiting, at low overpotentials hydrogen evolution obscures,

and the bare surface is rapidly covered with oxide. A Tafel line, with

an i
U - 

10-3 amp/cm2 and a 60 my slope typical for dissolution of many

non-passivating metals, is shown for comparison in Fig. 36 to the minimum

dissolution rate from the kinetics experiments.

Anodic polarization curves were run for various titanium alloys

in 12 M HC1. The shape of the curve in the active region was for the most

part the same but there were some shifts in the maximum current as

indicated in Table 7. Within the accuracy of the data there appeared to

be no strong trend with aluminum composition up to 16 weight percent.

Manganese alloys showed a distinct increase in corrosion rate, while

Ti:14 Mo did not give an active: corrosion region. The non-susceptibility

to SCC of the Ti:Mo alloy (11) which has the same structure as the Ti:Mn

alloy may possibly be related to this difference in elect&r.)chemistry,

although it is not clear hots because the steady-state behavior would not

be expected near the crack tip.

It is planned to make kinetic measurements on fresh surfaces of

the alloys to determine if differences also occur under these

conditions.
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Table 7 Maximum Current Density in Active Region for

Titanium and Alloys in 12 M HU

max2
ms cm

Zone refined Ti	 37

Iodide Ti	 32

Ti: 3A1	 '8

Ti: 8' Al	 30

Ti: 16A1	 40

Ti: 8-1-1	 42

Ti:8Mn 650°C 1 week	 64

Ti:8Mn 950°C WQ - 400	 83

Ti:8Mn 900°C WQ	 90

Ti:16Mn	 420

Ti.14Mo	 0

4	
:.

t
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3.4 Correlation of Titanium and Aluminum SCC Data

In this section the effect of concentration, viscosity and stress

concentration factor on SCC velocity in 4itanium and aluminum will be

compared to predictions of the electrochemical mass-transport-kinetic

model.

The relation of SCC velocity in titanium and aluminum alloys to bulk

concentration of halide is shown in Fig. 38. The dashed line is for the mass

transport limited case for the formation of a single monolayer of halide in

the tip zone (6) given by the equation

z FD YC°
	V = 2nQx

en(Q/ 6 p )
	

(4)

where n - 1 for a monolayer. Values of the other parameters are given in

Table 8. That the titanium data were above the dashed line and had a smaller

slope was attrib»ted to recycling of halide within the crack due to dis-

placement by oxide (6). An approximate model for halide displacement made

possible by some simplifying assumptions su:h as a constant time required

for the halide displacement gave the equation (6),

DH

2n 1 + 2D ) QC
C = -	 FYD -	

x	 V^2n V/Vs	( 5)
H

which is as shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 38. This equation approximated

the asymptotic behavior of the velocity in dilute solutions and was considered

to be a reasonable explanation of the results (6).
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Table 8	 Values of Parameters used in Equations 4 and 5

Z-	 M 1 equiv/mole

F	 = 96,500 coul/equiv

D 	
n 1 x 10-5 cm2/sec

DH	= 6 x 10-5 cm2/sec

Y	 = 0.05

n 1 for titanium

Q 
x

425 x 10-6 coul/cm2

Q	 = 101 cm

6p 10-6 cm

Vs 10-3 cm/sec for titanium

MR
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The velocity data for aluminum (V 1 from Figs. 30 and 32) are below

the dashed line for equation 4 but parallel to it. The simplest way to

account for this is to assume that more than a monoly yer of halide is formed

in the tip zone and that the halide is not displaced by oxide within the

distance, Q. The distance, Z, is defined as the position at which current

and solution flow in from the sides of the crack, or about 0.1 to 1 specimen

thickness. The slower displacement by oxide with aluminum is consistent

with a smaller pH range of stability of the oxide near neutral pH (33)

as compared to titanium.

That a monolayer of halide appears to be formed in the tip zone with

titanium and greater than 10 monolayers with aluminum bears a curious

resemblance to data of Robertson arid Gani (34) for gaseous adsorption of

chlorine on titanium and aluminum. They found that at low pressures of

chlorine gas the adsorption was extremely rapid on a clean surface of titan-

ium up to a monolayer, followed by a slow uptake. In other words the first

monolayer inhibited further growth. In the case of aluminum, the reaction

was rapid up to fourteen monolayers before slowing down. It is a mystery,

however, why this phenomena should apparently carry over to the aqueous

solution in the tip zone.

The effect of changing viscosity of the electrolyte with glycerol on

SCC velocity in titanium and aluminum also appeared to be consistent with

predictions from equations 4 and 5 as will be shown here. Diffusivity of

nondissociating solutes can be approximately related to viscosity by the

relation (35).
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_8 A>^T
DAB = 7.4x10	

0.6
uVA

It will be assumed for the present purpose that tnis relation can also be

applied to dissociated species such as hydrogen ions and chloride ions. It

will be assumed that the factor (^BY!I is constant in glycerol-water

solutions because the higher molecular weight of glycerol is partially

offset by a smaller value of *B . The possible change for the hydrogen

ion from a Grothus mechanism in water to a purely viscous drag mechanism

in glycerol will also be ignored. The three orders of magnitude change

in viscosity from pure water to glycerol justify neglect of these second

order effects. The diffusivities of hydrogen ion and chloride ion will

therefore be expressed as

u
D	 Do u 	 (7)

Substituting equation 7 in equations 4 and 5 and rearranging gives

z FD u0YG_	
1

2nQx .fin (Z/ap)

and

FY Do u
u-

	

	
o	

(9)
2n(1 + 2—D -) QxV Zn(V/Vs)

-o

(6)
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Equations 8 and 9 are plotted in Fig. 39 and compared to the

experimental data for titanium and aluminum. The values of n chosen

were ore for titanium and 30 for aluminum consistent with the observations

on the effect of concentration on velocity. The slopes of the experimental

data plots were remarkably close to that predicted by the equations;

approximately -' for titanium and -1 for aluminum. The absolute values

of the velocity for titanium were higher than that predicted by the equation

consistent with earlier observations (higher by up to a factor of six in

mill annealed specimens as compared to duplex annealed specimens and the

model (6)).	 This remarkable fit of the data and model equations is considered

rather strong support of the electrochemical mass transport limited SCC

velocity concept.

The requirement that n - 30 for aluminum to get equation 8 to fit the

experimental data in Fig. 39 has important implications regarding the mechan-

ism at the crack tip. This indicates almost without doubt that there is

electrochemical reaction in the tip zone and that electrochemical reaction

at the tip is very likely. However, the fact that n = 1 gives the best

fit for titanium does not allow distinguishing between an adsorption

phenomenon or an electrochemical reaction at the tip. The hydrogen and

oxide mechanisms at the tip have previously been eliminated in the MTK

model for titanium in aqueous solutions (21).

The very rapid kinetics of dissolution of fresh titanium surfaces

shown In Fig. 36 though are consistent with the high SCC velocities observed.

For example, the highest velocity observed in titanium is about 10 -1 cm/sec,

which when put into the equation

f
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Fig. 40 Regions of crack propagation velocity as a function of load.
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REACTION COORDINATE---o-

Fig. 41 Generalized energy versus reaction coordinate diagram
showing proposed effect of metal atom stress.
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i	 Z-FpV
M

gives a current density of —3 x 10 3 amp/cm2 for z • 3.

(10)

This current

density is not at all unreasonable at a mixed potential at the tip of

-800 mv. Current densities of 10 3 amp/cm2 are not uncommon in electro-

chemical machining.

We will now consider the implications of the relation of SCC velocity

to stress intensity at low stress intensities shown in Figs. 4b and 5

and Figs. 25 through 29 for titanium and aluminum respectively. The fact

that the velocities are less than the mass transport limited value by up to

three orders of magnitude indicates that another mechanism is limiting.

It is proposed that the velocity is kinetically limited in this region.

There is an interesting similarity between the effect of stress on

velocity reported herein for titanium and aluminum and results obtained

by Wiederhorn (36) for glass and sapphire. He reports a velocity versus

load relationship that is illustrated in Fig. 40. Region I he found to

be kinetically controlled, Region II mass transport controlled (water

vapor through inert gas in crack) and region III a fast mechanical failure.

His terminology for the regions will be used and region I will be reexamined

for titanium and aluminum.

A modification of the Hillig and Charles treatment (37) will be used.

We will start with the Tafel equation for dissolution at high overpotential,

i.e., the mixed potential established at the tip is several hundred milli-

volts higher than the reversible potential for formation of Ti+3.
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i	 io exp ( n n)	 (11)
RT

It will be assumed that within the elastic region the free energy of the

metal atoms at the crack tip is increased by an amount

Lim a
T

AG •
Yp

(12)

The effect of this increased energy on reaction kinetics is illustrated by

means of Fig. 41. The activation energy at the mixed potential but with no

stress is designated as AGo . The free energy of the stressed metal atoms is

increased by AG
s 
but the free energy of the species in solution side is

assumed to be unaffected by the metal stress. It is assumed that the new

activation energy

AGs • AGo - as AGs

where u is a transfer coefficient associated with the electrochemical
8

'A	 reaction of the stressed metal atoms. The value of a will be assumed

to be constant, which in effect is to keep the second term in the Taylor

expansion used by Hi17ig and Charles (37) for activation energy and to

discard their first term.

Putting the nondimensi--realized decrease in activation energy from	 3

equations 12 and 13 into equation 11 gives

(13)
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a rio	 2
i = ioexp RT n+ YpsRTT	

(14)

If it is assumed that velocity is linearly related to cu rrent density

at the tip by equation 10 and that the overpotential is constant for the

tip potential determined by a mixed potential ( 6), then equation 14 can

be rewritten

d^as^T 2

s
oeXp Yp RT )

It is assumed that the surface energy term, rM 	 of Hillig and Charles
p rTRT

(37) is included in V  because the surface energy, r, and the tip radius,

TT , are not yet accessible to independent measurement.

Equation 15 is further modified co test with the experimental data

in Region I for titanium and aluminum. The tensile stress, ay , in an

isotropic elastic medium in the plane of a tensile crack is related to the

stress intensity factor and distance from the crack tip by (38)

K
I

cr y	(--- r)-	 (16 )2 

The tip stress will be assumed to occur at a distance of one atomic

radius within the metal phase from the crack tip, or

oT 	 (2 

K 

)^	
(17)

ar 

I 

(15)

0.



From equations 15 and 17 we get

d log V - a s M a 
d K 
	 2.3URTO rra)

The maximum value that this expression could have would be for the case cf

ultimate tensile stress at the crack tip, which from Gilman (39) is Y/10.

Therefore

d to gV	 as M

dKI	 max a 23PRT(2TrRa)'I

Assuming as- 0.5 and r  - 2 x 10-8 cm. gives

(
 V

-1
- 2.62 x 10-8 [(dyne/cm2)cm4]

!K—I)Max

or	 2.9 (KSI V y" )-1

The maximum value of the slope of the log V vs K  curves for titanium

and aluminum in region I is about 1 (KSI yin) -l . Tree implication of this is

that stresses very close to the theoretical limit of these materials is

--ached at the crack tip. Wiederhorn (36) came to a similar conclusion for

his work or glass.
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(19)
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The question remaining to b,! answered is has stresses approaching

the theoretical limit of the material are produced at the crack tip.

A model presented earlier (1) is described here again in Fig. 42.

It is proposed as did Kelly, Tyson and Cottrell (40) that the

decision as to whether a cleavage crack propagates or whether sl:Lp is initiated

(thus blunting the crack front) is made on an atomic scale near thee crack

tip. The modified Griffith treatment of a sharp crack of length

in an isotropic, elastic, infinite plate of unit thickness is used.

The stress ay in the y direction at r distance into the material

along the axis of the crack is related to the stress at infinite distance

from the crack, a, by (38)

Q
—Y _Ca	 (20)
a 

In a real material a plastic zone is formed around the tip of the

crack beginning at a distance, r , where the stress, a y , equals the

yield stress of the material, S y . Equatio,. 20 is normalized by S  and

plotted in Fig. 42. This mode of the theory is already established and is

the basis of fracture mechanics.

If it is now assumed that forces for initiation are very large

compared to forces for movement of mobile dislocations, then the volume

between dislocations or slip bands can be considered as an elastic

continuum down to dimensions approaching atomic size. It may be noted

that this assumption is implicit in the treatment by Zener (41) of

P,
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Fig. 42 Proposed model of stress conditions at tip of a crack in a
metal.
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stresses at grain boundaries caused by dislocation pileups. Assuming the

same square root relation for the distance r as in Equation 20 and that

3 1 at r n riez gives for the "inner elastic zone":
Y

riez

SY s	r

An approximation for the distance between dislocations is riez pd

Equation 21 is plotted in Fig. 42 for a dislocation density of 10-12cm*

This gives; about a ten fold increase in stress within atomic dimensions

of the tip.

It is proposed that an intercept of Equation 21 at atomic dimensions

which Equals or exceeds the theoretical strength would cause cleavage to

occur without specific environmental effects. The higher intercept could

be caused by an increase in yield strength or by a decrease in the mobile

dislocation density. This might explain the low strength of the notched

mill-annealed specimens in air (6).

she stress conditions for stress corrosion cracking could occur when

the intercept of Equation 21 at atomic dimensions is above the yield

strength but not quite to the theoretical strength. Ions or species with

the right chemical properties cculd then approach the tip of a crack and

selectively attack the stressed metal atoms. Chloride, bromide and iodide

ions appear to have this right combination of properties. Fluoride may

give too high a corrosion rate and blunt the crack. The oxyanions may

react directly with the bare titanium to form oxide and thus cause too

(21)
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rapid a passivation. Further electrochemical kinetics studies will be

made to test these hypotheses.

A further question to answer is why the stress at the crack tip is

related to the average stress, a, if the stress is transmitted through

the plastic zone with stress, Sy e It is suggested that the stress is

either transmitted dynamically by viscous forces, possibly aided by work

hardening or that the length of the plastic zone is vanishingly small in

the plane of the crack.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are based on the work accomplished in

the period of October 1, 1968 through March 31, 1969.

1. The mechanism of SCC of titanium alloys is independent of crystal

structure.

2. All cases of SCC in titanium alloys studied thus far exhibit flat

fracture on specific crystal plane3 exhibiting many features of a

cleavage failure.

3. The critical alloy composition for onset of transgranular SCC in

Ti-Mn alloys is about 10 weight % manganese compared to 5 weight

aluminum in the Ti-Al system.

4. The fracture path, morphology and velocity are very different for

stress Corrosion cracking and hydrogen emb rittlement in titanium-

manganese alloys.

5. Titanium alloys in concentrated HC1 solutions and methanol-halide-

ion solutions exhibit a stress dependent velocity region (region I)

at low stress intensities. The velocities are below the electro-

chemical mass transport limited velocity (region Ii).

6. SCC susceptible aluminum alloys show a stress dependent velocity

region I and a stress independent velocity region II in neutral

aqueous halide ion solutions.

7. Region II SCC velocity varies with potential with aluminum alloys

in a manner similar to titanium.

{
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8. Region II SCC velocity in aluminum alloys varies with bulk halide

ion concentration consistent with the electrochemical mass-transport-

kinetic model developed previously for titanium.

9. Region T1 SCC velocity for both titanium and aluminum vary with

bulk viscosity of glycerol-water solutions of halides consistent

with the electrochemical mass-transport-kinetic model.

r

k
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5.0 FUTURE WORK

The following items of work are planned for the immediate

future:

1. Use DCB specimens to study liquid metal embrittlement in order to

evaluate similarities and differences with SCC in systems in which

environment metal interaction must occur at the crack tip.

2. Focus attention on initiation and propagation processes in very

large grained specimens of Ti:IOAl, T18%Mn, Ti:13VllCr3A1.

3. Study susceptibility to SCC of Ti:Cu, Ti:AlSi, Ti-V, Til6%Mn,

and Ti-Sn alloys in various solutions.

4. Resolve the problem of chloride analysis of titanium.

5. Extend electrochemical kinetic studies to a wider range of halide

concentrations and potentials and to other alloys.

6. Include parallel soluble titanium ion formation in mass-transport-

kinetic model.

7. Focus attention conceptually and experimentallly on events at the

crack tip.
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7.0 NOMENCLAZURE

a	 = crack length, in or cm

B	 = specimen thickness, in

C	 a concentration, mole/cm3

D	 diffusivity, cm2/sec

E	 Young's 'nodulus, psi

F	 = Faraday, coul/equiv.

G	 free energy, cal/mole

h	 beam height, in

i	 = current density, amp/em2

KI	 W stress intensity factor

Z	 distance in crack from apex to position where current an y'. solution

flow in from sides, cm

M	 M molecular weight, gm/mole

n	 M number of monolayers

n	 = number of electrons in rate determing step

P	 load, lbs

Q 
	 charge density of a monolayer, coul/cm2

R	 = gas constant

r	 distance from crack tip in metal, cm

S
Y	

yield stress, dyne/cm2

T	 absolute temperature
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V	 = crack tip velocity, cm/sec

Vs = crack tip velocity in pure solvent, cm/sec

VA M molar volume, cm3/mole

W	 = specimen width, in

x	 = distance, cm

Y	 W Youvig's modulus, dyne/cm2

z	 = equiv/mole

Greek lette rs

a	 transfer coefficient, dimensionless

t	 surface energy, erg/cm2

Y	 W angle radians

6	 M deflection at load line, in

d p	distance in crack from apex to end of tip zone, cm

n	 M	 overpotential, volts

K	 = conductivity, ohm 1 cm 1

P	 M	 viscosity, cp

P	 =	 resistivity, otim, cm

Pd
	 dislocation density, cm 2

a	 = stress, dyne/cm2

potential, volts

^,	 association parameter

1PF-
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Subscripts

A	 = component A

B	 a component B

AB = refers to diffusivity of component A in component B

H	 = hydrogen ion

iez = inner elastic zone

IR	 ohmic

0	 = standard condition

S	 stressed condition

T	 tip

= anion

r'
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